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Paine*s ethical outlook on society, then the statement
that ' civil distinctions can be founded only on public
utility * is unimpeachable. In the same way the third
clause is a direct translation of Rousseau's doctrine
of the General Will, and it would be hard to dispute
that the ultimate political sovereign, apart from the
actual legal sovereign, in any community is the general
will of its members.
It is in his support of the second clause that Paine
runs into grave difficulties.    ' The end of all political
associations  is   the  preservation   of   the  natural  and
imprescriptible rights of man ;    and these rights are
liberty, property, security, and resistance of oppression/
Liberty   is   later   defined   as   * the   power   of   doing
whatever does not injure another '.    This is a vague
definition   and  needs  much  amplification   and  quali-
fication.    But the assertion that a man has a natural
and imprescriptible right to property is easily challenged.
Surely the tenure of property, like the maintenance
of civil distinctions,  can be founded only on public
utility.    There is a certain crudity about any extensive
theorizing on natural rights.    Has a baby, for instance*
an imprescriptible right to property ?    Has a lunatic
such a right, or a criminal ?    Surely all such points
must be debated in terms of convenience.    Once we
begin to set up actual rights and to call them natural
rights, we involve  oerselves in endless complication.
Those rights in practice are bound to conflict as between
individuals, and then the dispute can only be settled by
an appeal to the general utility.    But that does not
mean, as Burke immediately concluded, that all dis-
quisition on natural rights becomes  * chaff and rags,
and paltry blurred shreds of paper ^   For this doctrine
which   when   overstated   becomes   self-contradictory,
does   emphasize   one   tremendous   truth   in   political

